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Saxophonist David Murray brings his ^
world renowned Jazz trio to Mother's
Tavern this weekend
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Another bomb blast rocks
Britain as the IRA issues
more warnings.
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children artists take over
the UU to express them
selves with chalk.
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Seven months into
fiscal 1996 parties
reach compromise

What a view

By Alan From
Associated Press

Civil engineering freshman Alberto Lopez was enjoying the sunshine Wednesday afternoon while his work in
surveying class took him outside / Doily photo by Juan ^ rtin e z

Minimum wage vote doomed in House
By David Espo
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Defying
the Democrats and some of their
own rank and file, House
Republican leaders on Wednes
day virtually ruled out schedul
ing a vote on a minimum wage
increase.
Speaker Newt Gingrich and
Megority Leader Dick Armey is
sued a written statement as the
White House and congressional
Democrats, pressing an electionyear cause, escalated their at
tacks. Rep. John Lewis, D-Ga.,
called raising the minimum
wage, now pegged at $4.25 an
hour, “a moral issue.”
The statement by Gingrich,
R-Ga., and Armey, R-Texas, out
lined several alternatives to in
crease take-home pay.
They said the House would
vote later this year on a package

O B I S P O

th at might include several
provisions, possible including the
following: a tax cut, including the
$500-per-child tax credit the
party has long advocated; tax in
centives for businesses to create
more jobs, and possibly a govern
ment subsidy for some workers
currently at the $4.25-an-hour
minimum wage.
It wasn’t clear what, if any, ef
fect the decision would have in
the Senate, where Bob Dole, the
majority leader as well as
presumptive GOP presidential
nominee, is also under pressure
to schedule a minimum wage
vote.
“Republicans know that lowwage workers and their families
suffer most from the destructive
policies of big government,”
Gingrich and Armey said. “That
is why we will bring to the floor
legislation that will enable all
Americans to earn more and

keep more of what they earn, so
they can do more for their
families and communities.”
The list made no mention of
the minimum wage measure.
Asked whether he would
bring the minimum wage hike to
the floor, Armey said, “It’s not
my intention.”
Armey has long been an un
flinching foe of increasing the
minimum wage. But the state
ment appeared to represent a
change for Gingrich, who said
several days ago Congress would
consider a minimum wage in
crease on terms dictated by the
GOP, and left open the pos
sibility he might support it.
Several GOP lawmakers and
aides in the House, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said
Gingrich and Armey also were
hoping to ease nervousness
See WAGE page 5

WASHINGTON — Congres
sional leaders and White House
officials announced agreement
Wednesday on a huge bill financ
ing dozens of federal agencies for
the rest of the fiscal year, solving
a months-long standoff that had
become a political embarrass
ment for both parties.
Nearly seven months after fis
cal 1996 began, the two sides
resolved a handful of stubborn
environmental disputes and
prepared to push the $160 billion
measure through Congress on
Thursday.
“I believe the president will
find it acceptable,” White House
chief of staff Leon Panetta told
reporters after the two sides
ended yet another day of closeddoor bargaining.
“We believe we have agree
ment on remaining issues,” said
Senate Appropriations Commit
tee Chairman Mark Hatfield, ROre.
The wide-ranging agreement
is likely to alienate some conser

vatives unhappy that its spend
ing cuts are not deep enough and
some lib erals u p set th a t
programs are slashed too steeply.
But top House Republicans and
Democrats predicted passage
with support from both parties.
“I think what we have is a
consensus that most members in
the House, Republican and
Democrat ... will ultimately vote
for,” said House Appropriations
Com m ittee C hairm an Bob
Livingston, R-La.
The bargainers announced no
details of their plan, saying they
still had to discuss the package
with President Clinton and con
gressional leaders.
One of the final me^or impedi
ments was cleared when bar
gainers solved a dispute over log
ging in the Tongass national
forest. According to participants
from both parties who spoke on
c o n d itio n of a n o n y m ity ,
negotiators agreed to create a
buyout program for timber-in
dustry workers who might lose
their jobs from reduced logging.
See BUDGET page 3

Gasoline prices creep
to $2 per gallon mark
By Wydnal Wytt
Aviated Prass
LOS ANGELES — Gasoline
prices crept toward $2 per gallon
in California on Wednesday,
reminding analysts of Gulf Warera price leaps and driving some
motorists into carpools, buses
and trains.
The outlook for prices didn’t
get any better as talks that could
release Iraq oil onto world
markets fell apart.
Oil prices rose on internation
al markets in response to news

Iraq and U nited N ations
negotiators failed to reach an
agreement on lifting the 6-year
embargo on Iraq.
“We’re probably as high as
we’ve been since the Gulf War,”
said J. Scott Susich, vice presi
dent of St. Paul, Minn.-based
Computer Petroleum Corp.,
which monitors gasoline prices
nationwide.
Prices Could stabilize in a
week or so, but there was little
chance of them going down in the
See GAS page 8

Filling out evaluations is valuable for students, professors
By J«fl Dead
Doily Stoff Wfitet

Toward the end of every
quarter, students are often heard
muttering, “not these again” as
evaluations are handed out.
Professor evaluations can be
valuable. The evaluation forms
not only give students the oppor
tunity to comment on their
professors’ performances, but
evaluations also give professors a
way to review their teaching
methods.
However, according to Roger

Keep, an industrial technology
professor, not enough students
provide comments.
“Out of a class of 130 students
only about 30 might comment,”
Keep said.
He said he believes students
don’t comment because they are
tired of doing it every quarter,
but he stressed that the com
ments students make do help.
“I read every comment,
whether they are negative or
positive,” Keep said.
As a professor in the College
of Business, Keep is evaluated

"I rood •v«ry comment, whether they ore negative or positive."
Roger Keep
Industrial technology professor

for every class he teaches. It is
the only college on campus that
requires every professor to be
evaluated for every class.
According to Steven Perez, a
financial management senior, he
only makes serious comments
about 10 percent of the time.

“I don’t always comment be
cause sometimes I just want to
get out of class,” Perez said.
Perez admitted he has given
more positive than negative com
ments, but said it’s because he
feels negative comments will not
do any good.

“I would say in most cases
negative comments don’t really
help professors,” he said.
According to Mike Suess,
director of Faculty Affairs, all
faculty are evaluate by students
each year. Although somq
departments vary as to how
often they do it, they all must be
evaluated at least one quarter a
year.
“All faculty members that
teach are evaluated in two clas
ses each year and they can
See EVALUATIONS page 6
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ybung artists transform the U.U.
into a canvas for color, chalk

22 days left in spring quarter
TO DAY'S WEATHER: mostly sunny
TO M O R R O W 'S WEATHER: mostly sunny
Today's h ig h /lo w : 80s/50s Tom orrow's hig h /lo w : 80s/50s

C orrection;
In an article in yesterday's paper we misreported Barbara
Mori's profession. She is a social science professor.

Today
The Physics Colloquium

is having a discussion titled "S.LO. Rocks; Basic

geology of the SLO areo" at 11 ;10 a.m . in building 52, room E-45. Lorry Balthaser
will be leading the discussion.

An American Scholar lecture

is taking place at 7 p.m. in Chumash

Auditorium. English professor Patricia Troxel will discuss "Pink tanks, tribal pieces
and a good night out: Living in art and the academy."

Upcoming
An open forum

will be held in the U.U. from 11 a.m. to 12 p.m. April 30 to

discuss the issues of the ASI candidates. This is an opportunity for condidotes to
address concerns and answer questions.

The G ty of San Luis Obispo

is commencing a new phose of the Public Art as

an important civic investment. Interested artists are invited to submit proposals for
works of art commemorating the historic Chino Town district in downtown Son Luis
Obispo. Deodiine for proposals is April 30.

By Any Coaley
Doily Shift Writer

In less than half an hour
Tuesday morning, the University
Union plaza became a children’s
coloring book.
More than 60 children, all
under the age of 6, converged on
the corner of the plaza in front of
Backstage Pizza to create their
versions of fine art.
The ASI Children’s Center
held a miniature street-painting
festival with colored chalk to
celebrate the month of the young
child.
August Grigsby, a human
development senior who coor
dinated the event, said she
thought the outing would be fun
for the children and would
remind the university how many
children consider Cal Poly their
school, too.
The infant, toddler, transi
tional, preschool and kindergar
ten classes participated.
The children drew a variety of
things: rainbows, scribbles, sea
serpents and garden scenes. But
the cement ground and steps
weren’t the only things that got
chalk on them; little knees and
faces were smeared with chalk.

"I think the chalk art is great because people get to see it and the
kids and w hat they can do."
Yvette Sanchez
ASI Children's (enter teacher

too.
The sun reflected off faces ab
solutely intent on making the
best star, mom or dinosaur. The
kindergarten class gathered in a
comer so they could work on
their intricate patterns and pic
tures away from the smearing
feet of the younger children.
The younger children stayed
off the steps for the most part;
and, in some cases, the steps
were bigger than the children.
The infant class never got out
of the Bye-Bye Buggy, but
watched with wide-eyes at the
activity and color around them.
Many children asked adults to
draw particular things for them.
One girl wanted help writing her
name.
The youngsters especially
liked the adults making chalk
outlines of their bodies for them.
The outlines served as a
reminder of how small these

people are and how vulnerable.
El Corral Bookstore gave the
children shiny, outdated gradua
tion-announcem ent stickers
which they enthusiastically
plastered on their chests and
hands.
N ot s u r p r is in g ly , th e
children’s creativity lasted only
as long as their attention span.
The chalk drawings will remain
in the U.U. for the rest of the
week, however.
After the children were done,
they wandered through the craft
fair at the Craft Center to look at
others’ art. The vendors were im
pressed with the children’s art
and good behavior.
“I think the chalk art is great
because people get to see it and
the kids and what they can do,”
said Yvette Sanchez, a liberal
studies senior and one of the
teachers at the ASI Children’s
Center.

Agendo Items: c/o Natasha Collins
Graphic Arts, 226 Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo, C A 93407

A d v e r tis in g : 7 5 6 - 1 1 4 3
E d ito r ia l: 7 5 6 - 1 7 9 6
F ax: 7 5 6 -6 7 8 4
***Pleose submit information at least three days prior to the event***
Due to the excessive demand, not oil items submitted to the Agenda section will be printed. Agenda
information wiH be printed exactly os it is received (i.e. spelling, times and dates).
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Rent 1
Video/Game
Get 1 Rental FREE
(of equal or lesser value)

Ho lly w o o d
O ne coupon per customer • Expires 5-31-96

5 Day Rentals on over 12,000 movies
Over 10,000 movies for $1.50
Hottest selection of the latest video games
and video game hardware
No Membership Fees Required
Open 365 Days a Year
10 am to Midnight - Sunday through Thursday
10 am to 2 am - Friday and Saturday

Musta'ng Daily

Rent 1
Video/ Game
Get 1 Rental FREE
(of equal or lesser value)

850 FOOTHILL BLVD
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA
(805)541-4694
O ne coupon per custom er • Expires 5-31-96
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BUDGET: both parties com p rom ise on final bill
From page 1

The buyouts could cost $100 mil
lion and would be paid for by
reducing other programs, the of
ficials said.
Money for agencies covered by
the bill was due to run out at
midnight, since they have been
financed all fiscal year by a
series of temporary stopgap bills.
So to head off a third federal
shutdown since autumn, the
House voted 400-14 to keep
programs running for 24 more
hours, and the Senate, by voice
vote, shipped it to Clinton for his
expected signature.
The bill had been mired in
hundreds of quarrels since the
Oct. 1 start of fiscal 1996, which
were whittled to about a halfd o z e n . T h e s e in c lu d e d
Republican efforts to cut more
timber in the Tongass forest than
the administration wants, to
restrict Environmental Protec
tion Agency regulation of wet
lands development and to limit
listings of some newly en
dangered species.
As the two sides searched for
a truce in their 1996 spending
war, there was election-year
budget maneuvering between
Clinton and his GOP presiden
tial rival. Senate Majority
Leader Bob Dole.
A day after publicly inviting
Dole to revive their failed effort
to balancing the budget by 2002,
Clinton spoke with the Kansan
for about five minutes at a White
House ceremony for the signing
of an anti-terrorism bill, Panetta
said.
Dole said he would discuss the
idea with House Speaker Newt
Gingrich, R-Ga., and get back to
Clinton “pretty soon,” according
to Panetta. But there were no in

dications the budget-balancing
talks would actually resume.
“We had a nice exchange,” was
all Dole would say.
For Clinton, a deal with
Republicans eliminating federal
deficits would be a political coup
that would erase the matter as
an issue in his upcoming re-elec
tion campaign. Such a pact could
reinforce Dole’s reputation as a
person who can make things
happen — but it might also
handcuff his ability to draw con
trasts with the man he is trying
to oust from the White House.
The months-long standoff over
the 1996 spending bill has
prompted Congress to approve
more than a dozen bills tem
p o r a r ily fin a n c in g som e
programs and providing others
with money for the rest of the fis
cal year. But the 24-hour
measure Congress prepared for
Clinton on Wednesday would be
the ninth time Congress and
Clinton have temporarily kept
agencies functioning since Oct. 1.
The overdue 1996 spending
bill contains funds for some of
the government’s biggest agen
cies, including the departments
of Health and Human Services,
Housing and Urban Develop
ment, and seven other Cabinetlevel departments, plus the En
vironmental Protection Agency.
In part, the fight over the
measure was waged over ad
ministration efforts to boost
funds for education, the environ
m ent and o th e r favorite
p ro g ra m s o v er a m o u n ts
Republicans prefeired. In recent
weeks. Republicans have agreed
to provide more than half the $8
billion extra Clinton has been
seeking for these initiatives —
paid for with savings from other
programs.

A DIRTY CAR IS A DIRTY SHAME!
FAST EDDIE’S SELF-SERVICE

GAR WASH
393 M arsh St. Next to Certified Auto R epair

WE RECYCLE OUR WATER

Beaten baby clings to life as fate
of suspected attackers is debated
By Ridrard Cole
Associoted Press

SAN FRANCISCO — A bat
tered infant clung to life Wednes
day while authorities debated
the fate of the 6- and 8-year-old
boys who allegedly punched,
kicked and possibly beat the
baby with a stick.
Four-week-old Ignacio Ber
mudez suffered two skull frac
tures and internal bleeding in
the Monday attack that came
when the three boys allegedly
sneaked into a Richmond apart
ment to steal a Big Wheel
tricycle.
The infant remained on life
support in extremely critical con
dition at Children’s Hospital in
Oakland.
“The doctors really have no
idea how things are going to turn
out,” said hospital spokesman
Steve Texeira.
The three boys were being
held in Contra Costa Juvenile
Hall in Martinez for investiga
tion of several crimes, including
attempted murder, and were
likely to face a detention hearing
Thursday, said Harold Jewett,
head of the juvenile unit for the
district attorney’s office.
“We haven’t made a decision
yet whether or not to file (formal
charges,)” Jewett said. “The in
vestigation is ongoing.”
Juvenile courts have wide
authority over the children,
ranging from placing them in
their parents’ custody to remov
ing them from the home or con
fining them to juvenile hall or
ranch facilities. But the age of
the three boys involved makes

long-term confinement unlikely.
The 6-year-old is believed to
be the youngest person even tem
porarily placed in the county’s
juvenile facility, authorities said.
Neighbors said the 6-year-old
had a reputation for using sticks
to strike at other children.
A broken stick was found in
Ignacio’s bassinet, and neighbors
say the boy was spotted with a
stick around the time of the at
tack, which came while the
baby’s half-sister was in another
room.
The same youngster had
walked into the baby’s apart
ment two weeks earlier, asking if
he could get a stick he believed
was inside, according to Sara
Kammer, who lived upstairs
from the victim.
He “was always getting into
trouble,” she said.
The younger boy and the 8year-old twins had entered Ig
nacio’s apartment previously
without permission, a relative
who spoke on condition of
anonymity told The Oakland
Tribune.
Child psychiatrists urged im
mediate intervention for the
three boys, but warned that
punishment for children so
young was useless.
Authorities should look im
mediately at their home life, said
Dr. Glen R. Elliott, director of
child and adolescent psychiatry
at the University of CaliforniaSan Francisco.
“One way we know that
children become violent is that
they are used to seeing violent
behavior either practiced on

themselves or prheticed on
people around them,” Elliott
said.
Another essential element is
determining whether all three
boys were equally culpable, or if
one or two just went along with a
more violent companion.
But the psychiatrist worried
that it might already be too late
to help some of the boys.
“Putting them in a controlled
environment is crucial, but help
ing them change is often a very
slow process which isn’t success
ful,” he said. “It’s hard to give up
on a 6 or 7 year old, but often the
b e h a v io r is p re tty well
programmed in at that age.”
Dr. Bennett Leventhal, head
of the department of psychiatry
at the University of Chicago, said
investigators may not find a
smoking gun explaining the boys’
behavior.
“All kids have more than a
passing familiarity with violence
— the question is their ability to
regulate it,” Leventhal said. “The
court must look at what’s going
on at home — if there are homes
that are unstable, mental disor
ders, psychiatric disorders.”
The neighborhood where the
boys live is considered a low-in
come district, and that, along
with prevalent drug and alcohol
usage, can lower resistance to
violent impulses, Elliott said.
But he cautioned that poverty
alone doesn’t breed violence.
“We’ve got the Menendez
brothers,” he said. “It can hap
pen in any economic strata.”
Richmond is 10 miles north
east of San Francisco.

Fru stra te d with
the modem pool?
Tired of busy signals?

Lockheed Martin
W E S TE R N D E V E LO P M E N T LA BO RA TO RIES

Please Join U s...
Lockheed M artin Western Devdopment
Laboratories is a leader in cutting edg^
exotic technology. W e develop state of the
art wide band satellite ground communica
tions, digital signal processing, tactical com
munications, network management and soft
w are development engineering of large inte-

We w ill be conducting an information session
on Wednesday, May 1 at the Sandwich Plant
7;00-9;00pm
Topics will include:
• W ho is Lockheed M artin W DL
• Key Business Areas and Technology
• Corporate Culture
• Hiring Needs
• Growth and Opportunities
• W hy you want to work for LcxJ(heed Martin WDL
Snacks and rofrashmants w ill b* sorvod.
W* hop« lo »•% you rtiorolll

3

TM

Your only a lte rn a tiv e ........
Laptops & Desktops w ill never wait again.

E IC D n o lC ^ B o o k s tD ie

VMW.wi rei ess. cal poly.edu
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F reeb ies and a ctiv ities
by Randy Davis
Freebies — Sometimes I get so dam involved in the
wrongs of the world that I forget about some of the things
that can make our days better. For instance...
Free Flotation-Tank Experience — I recently received mas
sage and a relaxing flotation-tank experience at
Stressbusters, 1027 Marsh St. If you get stressed or are
rehabing an injury and wish to experience the joys of float
ing in a near^nsory deprivation state for an hour, just emml me (rddavis@violin), in 20 words or less, your rea
son why YOU deserve the gift certifícate Jerry Whitaker,
Stressbuster’s owner, was kind enough to give away to a
deserving reader of this oft-times stressful column.
Kickoff P arty — April 28, 2 to 5 p.m. at Osos St. Subs
for Steve Wheeler’s independent run for Congress. Free
beer, sodas and entertainm ent will be available as
Wheeler’s people gather for the race for the congressional
seat currently held by Newt’s buddy, Andrea Seastrand.
Take a few minutes to hear what he has to say. Maybe
you will hear something you like.
Green P arty — Todd Knouse (tknouse@oboe) is looking
for other individuals interesting in “busting out of the twoparty rut.” Be it the Greens, Ralph Nader’s citizen-side
politics agenda campaign or other alternatives — “Don’t
complain if you don’t campaign.”
Uh oh ... I feel my relaxed state drifting away...
Public radio KQED (listen at 90.1 FM) is going to do its
California Report this Friday at 5:30 p.m. on the Cal Poly/
DWR issue. KSBY and the Tfelegram-Tribune evidently take
their lead from Warren Baker and when Warren says an
issue is over, it’s evidently over... for them. Fortunately
KCOY and KQED believe there is still some interest, so
tune in and find out what proposals were brought to the
community by ECO-SLO and supported by folks like the
Sierra Club, Bill Roalman of the City Coimcil, State Sena
tor Jack O’Connell and County Supervisor David Blakely.
And by the way, hike Stenner and Poly Canyons and see
your tax dollars at work sending 44,000 acre feet of North
ern California water to semi-arid areas so we can build,
build, build...
World-Wide Boycott — Boycott the products and invest
ment stock of the biggest pesticide companies on Earth:
Dow, Du Pont, Monsanto, Imperial Chemical Industries
(England) Rhone Poulene (France), Ciba-Geigy (Switzer
land) and Bayer und Hoechst (Germany). All of these com
panies are advancing genetic engineering of our food crops.
Their purpose? To create crops that will withstand greater
levels of toxic herbicides. Profits soar, people and soil are
poisoned. This is real: Check it out. Call (213) 243-9005
or WEB it at HTTP:/AVWW.HEADWEST.con/boycott/ —
The Unabomber would have bombed chemical facilities
and not people — maybe folks would be interested in what
he has to say if this was how he spoke to us.
An apology is due — in my last column I misquoted
Jason Plemons. I was quick to jump the gun and Jason is
to be commended for his good-natured reaction to my gaffe.
So 1 apologize for not reading as closely as I, myself, wish
to be read.
And now cynicism retu rn s... The Poly Library opened
earlier than usual on Saturday of Open House — gotta
look good for the moneybags ... I mean folks. Tbo bad they
didn’t experience the broken change machines and copi
ers we deal with daily. The Poly Plan would probably be
seen in a more positive Ught if simple things like copiers
and change machines worked.
If the simple things don't work now, why should we
expect all this “higher technology” to work any better?
Besides, have you ever seen the distance learning chanInel? Sorry, but I have tried to watch a bit and hope like
!hell 1 never have to take a class like the one I have seen.
Ibo bad that disturbing piece by my ol’ bud Stephan
' didn’t run on Friday of last week. Maybe some parents
and students would have formed a different opinion of
!Poly if they had seen that thoughtful commentary — esIpecially if they saw how often that sort of hateful B.S.
graces these pages over the course of a school year.
War, children, is just a shot away, it’s Just a shot away.
Rolling Stones, Gimme Shelter ’69
Randy Davis is an English senior.
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Supply and demand, and
demand, and demand
Here’s a novel question; Why do so many Mexicans
long ago in this country, people used to police their
sneak across the border into California? Why did they neighborhoods just fine by themselves. The same could
start commg?And why do they continue
.
„
^
„
a . be done by law-abiding employers. After
to come by the thousands? Well, it’s no O V R e U e t a E v e r c t t all, their competitors who hire illegal
aliens are breaking the law.
secret — they come to make money. How?
After taking care of the root of the
By working. So if they’re working, and mak
immigrant flow into this coun
ing money — and they must be or
try, the consequent gap in the
they wouldn’t keep coming
/
work force would hopefully be
— then there must be quite
filled by tax-paying, law-abid
a few people employing
ing U.S. citizens. Consider
them. You don’t hear of
ing th at most of the jobs
Mexicans flooding into
taken by illegal immigrants
G uatem ala,
th e ir
I
are the toughest and dirtisouthern neighbors, be
I est, this is doubtful. But say
cause th at’s not where
I it worked. Farmers and resthe demand is. The de
\
ta u ra n t owners’ costs
mand is here, in
would
increase, and con
the
U nited ^__
sequently
so would the
S tate s. And
'^^^s^s^rice of our food.
where there is
Second solution. We
demand, there is a
could
recognize th at
supply. If there were
the
tens
of thousands of
no jobs for them, they
illegal im m igrants
wouldn’t come.
working here form
Who’s employing all
an integral part of
these illegal immigrants?,
California’s economy —
Hiring undocumented
recognize
th at, although
workers is a crime. Why
they
keep
quiet about it,
don’t we hear anything
those many who enroloy
about going after the
them
want them here. Then
criminals who employ the
formalize and document work
criminals? Simply because
ers, as has been occurring for
the largest sources of jobs for
generations
in Europe with farm
undocumented workers are
labor. Em ployers can give
also the industries that grow and
w orker’s visas to those people
serve the food on our table —
they want for a period — harvest
agribusiness and restaurants.
time, tourism season, whatever. And
Why employ Mexicans and not U.S. citi
1/1
then the workers return home, and
zens? After all, every contractor has the
come back next season. There is
choice. In the 1990s, you’d he hard pressed to
nothing
new
find many legal U.S. citizens eager to pick
about this sys
oranges all day, six or seven
tem in the
days a week, under the
world. And
le t’s face it,
Central Valley sun for mini
m ost native
mum wage or less,
H
ispanics —
and no benefits. I
most people in
don’t see welfare re
general
—
cipients complaining that the
would rather be
Mexicans have taken
with their fami
their jobs. In fact, I
lies, in th e ir
don’t think any of
dHi
_
.
I hom etown, in
us are suggesting . /A
th e ir own culthe illegals scoot
huSTAH^ DAtLY
ture. 'This would be a
over and let us do these jobs. For the Mexi
cans, on the other hand, working all day out
mutually-beneflcial system.
in the field is a hell of a lot better than what I don't sto w elfare
In either case, no real change is going
they can do at home.
to occur until we really start to think. To
recipients complain
So what we have is a hypocritical situation.
solve the conflict that has been the source
of so much politics, money, publicity and
While our employers sustain the demand, we ing that the M exi
blame the supply.
pain, we have to be honest and look at the
cans have taken
So what to do? Here are two solutions:
root. Illegal immigrants wouldn’t come
here if employers didn’t employ them.
First, crack down on the contractors, res- their jobs. In loct, I
So let’s decide: stamp out the demand,
taurant owners, hotel managers, and farmers dQu'f fhink OnV of US
or accept the terms of the supply. What
who employ illegals. Does this mean more gov^'
emment intervention into business? Not nec- Ore Suggesting th e
ever it is, we can’t keep faulting the very
people who are part of system from which
essarily. Many employers hire only U.S. citi- ¡||c g q |i S(00t OVCf
zens and so pay at least minimum wage, plus
, ,
we benefit.
benefits as appropriate. In many cases this 000 l6t US 00 thOSG
means losing out to competitors who hire
Renata Everett is a mechanical engineer
illegals and thus have lower labor costs. N o t _
ing sophomore.
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shills
' fiitists. Vivid Italian images will emerge from
Mission Church. And gradually, the Mission Plaza will be transformed into an outdoor museum for San Luis Obispo’s fifth I Madonnari Street
Painting Festival on April 27 and 28.

f L u
Castmo
Daily Staff Writer
i\l

“The festival is a celebration of the arts,” said Kathy Friend, project liaison for the Children’s Creative Project, a nonprofit arts education organization.
"There will be music, arts activities and an Italian market, in addition to the unique street paintings that serve as its inspiration."
Street painting is an Italian tradition dating back to the 16th centuty. Vagabonds and disabled veterans would follow the Italian church festivals into
small towns and villages to paint images on the sidewalks and public squares.
The street painters were called “I Madonnari" because they often reproduced images of the Madonna in front of the catholic church.
The Children's Creative Project was the first to bring the public art forum of I Madonnari to the United States. The organization developed the concept
of the festival as a fund-raising event in which a grid is drawn on the pavement dividing the street into 200 squares. The squares range in size from 4’x
6’ to I2’x 12', each one bearing the name of the sp>onsor who purchased the space for $75 to $450.
See FESTIVAL / page B4
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Award-winning artists
show works nationally
at ARTernatives show
By JeMifer Eiglish
Doily Stoff Writer

Saxophonist David Murray to bring trio’s talent to town
By Greg MoMfold
Doily Assistont Sports Editor

For some people, jazz is an un
familiar style of music that
presents a new mix of melodies
to the ear.
An excellent way to ex
perience jazz for the first time
would be to watch and listen to
one of the best performers in the
country.
Called the “Jimi Hendrix of
the tenor saxophone” by his bass
player Kelly Roberty, David
Murray is one of the nation’s hot
test jazz stars.
Murray and his group, The
David Murray Trio, head into
San Luis Obispo in only their
second week on this year’s tour.
The trio plays Sunday night at
Mother’s Tavern and gets started
at 8 p.m. Joining Murray and
Roberty to form the trio is Brad
Edwards on the drums.

Roberty was the only member
of the band that could be
reached, as Murray is in San
Francisco recording a musical
with members of the Grateful
Dead. Edwards also could not be
reached.
San Luis Obispo isn’t a new
stop; the trio played in town last
January. Roberty said the show
was a very memorable one for
the group.
“It was great, “ Roberty said.
“There was a huge turnout and
the audience listened well and
was of a high intellect. I’m look
ing forward to coming back.”
Murray is a native of Oakland
and first began playing the
saxophone at age 9. Since then,
he has recorded 300 tracks on
more than 200 albums.
“David is one of the most
prolific jazz players around,”
Roberty said of the 41-year-old

Murray. “He lets his musicians
do what they want within a cer
tain piece. There is a lot of
freedom to express yourself in a
concert.”
But Roberty isn’t the only one
who recognizes Murray’s talent.
In an article in Image
magazine three years ago, the
writer called Murray one of the
best-kept secrets in the music
business — a powerful arranger
and improviser in American jazz.
In another article in Down
Beat magazine, Murray talked
about his relentless touring
schedule that keeps him con
stantly busy.
“By the time I die,” Murray
said, “I would like to be able to
play with any musician on the
planet and know something
about what they do as well as
they know something about what
Ido.”

»500 X-treme Fun
College Incentive
I __________ P l u s , 2 Y ear Pre e-R ld e Toyota Auto C a re *
A v a ila b le to a l l C o lle g e S tu d e n t s !

The sandwashed earth tones
of the gouache form endless pat
terns around the comer of a
doorway into darkness.
The piece is called “Entran
ceway #5,” and it shares Top
Award honors in the ARTematives National Juried Exhibition.
The show, which is the first com
petition of its kind for the non
profit arts group, will be open to
the public from May 1 to June 15
in the Central Coast Mall.
“Entranceway #5” was created
by Tracey Adele Corlies, a
g ra d u a te a r t s tu d e n t at
Louisiana State University in
Baton Rouge. Corlies shares the
top honors with Melody Guichet,
an art professor at LSU who
mentored Corlies.
Guichet’s oil-on-wood entry is
titled “Communication.” It con
tains an image of a gray entity
projecting a storm, which is dis
sipated as it reaches the blue
depths found inside a mouthlike
figure. Against the d£urk back
ground is a yellow triangle which
symbolizes the balance within
the painting.
Both women will receive cash
awards and a two-person show at
ARTernatives in 1997.
In addition to these awards,
seven other artists have been in
vited to be part of a group show
in 1997.
The competition, which was
open to artists in all media,
received more than 1,000 entries
in the form of slides. Of these, 80
works from 67 artists were
chosen by juror Noel Korten,
curator for the Los Angeles
Municipal Art Gallery.
Though competing entries

C A L POLY E M P L O Y E E S
A retirement plon to supplement SIRS or
PERSI Tax S a lte r Annuities ore not oil
the some. W e've been helping people
sove for retirement since 1971.
Coll Now!

BLa K ESLEE i^ ^ i^ i AK&Sl j -f-

_______

Diane P. Blakeslee

If you’re a college student with the ambition to pursue X-treme fun, you can receive a $500 Certificate good
toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.^

C e rtifie d F in a n c ia l P la n n e r

I l i o California Blvd.. San Luis Obispo 543-1366

Plus 2-Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care' which includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance. Oil Changes &
Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including No Money Down financing or a Lease
with No Security Deposit required.'
But don't wait...this limited offer ends September 30,1996!
Call our toll-free number or visit our web site today to obtain your free $500 X-treme Fun College
Incentive Certificate.
Choose from a w id e a e le c t io n o f a n y new 1906 or 1907 Toyota m odels i n c l u d i n g .. .
C O R C 3 I.L A

Beyond the etwnentary
in Toyotm quality.

CAM RY

Sporty yet pragmatic
performance.

Dean'a Uat for youthful
function A styling.

came from all over the nation,
five local artists were chosen to
exhibit in the show. Dotty Haw
thorne, Lori Wolf, Michael
Grahek, Marcia Harvey and Tom
Sage are all county residents
who will be displaying a broad
range of media at the show.
Wolf, an Arroyo Grande artist
who specializes in mixed media,
said she feels ARTernatives is a
valuable contribution to the local
arts community.
“This area does target a
specific art crowd ... it’s neat
that theyre dealing with other
mediums,” Wolf said. “It’s excit
ing to bring artists from other
communities as well as allow
work from this area.”
According to director Evani
Lupinek, ARTernatives is a non
profit group supported by the
City of San Luis Obispo, the Arts
Council, the Central Coast Mall
and Embassy Suites. In addition
to providing a venue for talent,
the group is introducing a Na
tional Slide Registry to make the
work of local artists more acces
sible.
“The venue’s great,” said
Sage, a Paso Robles artist. “And
they provide many services
beyond showing — it’s not just a
show one can put up in a cof
feehouse.”
A reception for the artists and
the public will be held Wednes
day, May 1 from 6:30 p.m. to 9
p.m. There will also be live music
at the opening, Lupinek said.
After the opening the gallery
will be open Thursdays and
Fridays from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m.
and Saturdays and Sundays
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
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D iffe re n t m ed iu m c a p tu re d Rage resu rges
in in s p irin g G a le rie e x h ib it with new CD,
By Can Ferretti
figurations” because she said she sim ilar anger
believes everyone is figurative.
“I have a deep belief in
Instead of the hassle of clean freedom,” Tippman said. “Becom
ing paint brushes and struggling ing free, becoming loose is impor
with the caps of paint tubes — tant.”
some artists paint with oil sticks.
Tippman has been a lifelong
Longtime artist Sally Tip- student of art. She knew she
pman, an Atascadero resident, wanted to be an artist from the
did just that.
moment she first picked up a
“Having worked in every art crayon.
medium, I have spent the last
And from then on she has
five years using oil sticks,” Tip- studied and gained experience at
pman said. “The ‘handful of color* a variety of schools.
that allows me to move from
While attending high school,
drawing into painting with spon she took a number of art classes
taneity, richness and com before earning a Master of Fine
plexity."
Arts in painting from Columbia
To view Tippman’s diverse U n iv e rs ity . She stu d ie d
works of art, her ‘handful of
color* paintings will be on exhibit printmaking, sculpture and
in Cal Poly*s University Union painting at the University of
Galerie beginning Saturday, May Arizona.
Her college career did not stop
4, through Tuesday, June 4.
there. For 16 years, Tippman
The exhibit, titled “Configura studied at a place she loved to
tions,” is the culmination of a be:
New York City. She studied
lifetime of studying and creating at the
Arts Students League,
art in a variety of mediums.
School
of
Visual Arts, Hunter
Although the exhibit will in
College
and
the New School and
clude a mixed collection of Tip- Mercedes Matter*s
New York
pman*s work, the focus will be on
Studio
School.
her fascination with the “figure.”
Tippman added that New
“My work has evolved from York was the place to go for an
objective painting to pure artist in the ‘60s.
abstraction,” Tippman said.
The public is invited to an art“Working from the figure gives ist*s reception from 3 to 5 p.m.
me a metaphor to explore mean opening day. May 4, in the
ings and to express a range of Galerie.
emotions.”
For more information, call
She titled the exhibit “Con 756-1182.
Doily Staff Writer

KCPR’s T o p Ten List
For the week of 4/18/96
1. Schoolhouse Rocks
2. DJ Krush: “Meiso”
3. Let’s Go Bowling: “Mr. Twist”
4. Rage Against the Machine: “Evil Empire”
5. “Kids in the Hall:” Brain Candy (Sndtk)
6. Los Lobos: “Colossal Head”
7. KRS One: Self-titled
8. The New Groove: “A Bluenote Remix Compilation”
9. Skatellites: “Greetings from Skamania”
10. Thinking Fellars Union Local 282: “I Hope It Lands”

^ U le J

By Mott Berger
Dotly Sloff Writer

They’re back and angry as
ever, but any misunderstood
youth could have predicted that.
In a testosterone-pumping,
11-track CD, Rage Against the
Machine returned to the record
ing studio after a three-year
vacation. Besides some small
side projects, benefit concerts
and singles during their break.
Rage has been in the calm for
longer than many fans wanted to
wait.
In the past few months,
runiors of a new CD have
festered. Then an early radio
release of the new album and an
appearance on “Saturday Night
Live” exposed the returning band
to its loyal fans.
The curious whispers turned
into anxious questions as the
long-awaited grinding tunes
from the fearless band of
punkers hit the record stores.
The songs on “Evil Empire”
make no leaps and bounds in any
obscure directions. Instead, they
continue in a similar but funkier
style originated on the first
Edbum. Most of that funk can be
attributed to the forte of the lead
singer.
Lead aggressor and singer
Zack De La Rocha is like a bomb
ready to explode, shooting out
I}n*ics like sparks from his fuse. I
wouldn’t be surprised if he took a
few voice lessons from Cypress
Hill before recording this album.
De La Rocha expresses many
of his radical, anti-establishment
feelings more than ever on “Evil
Empire,” but it comes at a time
when the top bands of the day
would r a th e r sing about
“Glycerine” and “Aeroplane.” The
contrast with today’s hits ties a
baited hook on their music which
is sure to lure listeners.

De la Rochas’ revolutionary
attitudes are only a portion of
the anger involved in the music.
His biting lyrics are blanketed by
guitarist Tom Morello’s in
dustrial noise and Drummer
Brad Wilk’s armed drum sticks.
Chaos prevails in Morello’s
contributions to the CD, but he
refrains from complete disassociation from the other band
members. His guitar outputs un

One of the most distinct styles
that the band has added to its
music on the CD is the sounds
Bob and Morello make with the
help of heavy distortion, a Wha
Wha pedal and many digital ef

natural sounds before Morello
regains control of the melody.

fects.
Despite their experiments
with sound, the songs are conser
vative compared to the grunge
scene that is so popular today.
They conserve the sounds that
flourished in the early ‘90s when
they came out with their first
album.

Before the songs get too
spacy, bassist Tim Bob leads the
melody back to earth. He con
tinues to deliver hard-hitting
funk, sending the music below
the earth’s surface.
The songs undergo continual
mood swings affecting the speed
and temper of the music. The
final track on the CD, “Year of

the Boomerang,” sounds almost
as if the guitarist is having
memory lapses, but the band
members successfully keep up
with his unexpected starts and
stops.

The CD may be holding on to
the past, but the band is entering
the future of entertainment.
They include on their album
jacket the address of their fan
club and of their Web page.
RAGEemail.com
or
http://home.aol.com/RAGEemail.
Once again. Rage will become
the rage.
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The Institute for SpaniA Language
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Immersion Schools to choose from.
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FESTIVAL: Local artists to fill SLO streets with vibrant colors for public
From page B1

The sponsor can provide its
own artist or the Children’s
Creative Project can pair the
sponsor with a local artist.
“As the public watches, artists
then fill the pavement canvases
with imagery, often elaborate
compositions in vibrant colors,”
Friend said.
Most of the participating ar
tists include young, old, profes
sional and amateur painters
from the local area, including
featured artist Rod Tryon from
Santa Barbara, and two Cal Pòly
students.
‘Tryon was chosen because
his work is so striking,” Friend
said. He has participated in the
festival since 1989 and will
choose a design from the tradi
tional artworks of Michelangelo.
Cal Poly student Dawn Mor
rison, a mechanical engineering
senior, has painted in the I
Madonnari festival for nine con
secutive years.
“I did my first one in Santa
Barbara when I was 12,” Mor-

Mi

Rosanne Cash, who is known for her song-writing, wrote a compilation
of stories, "Bodies of Water," / Daily book cover courtesy of Cash

Rosanne Cash’s plunge into
prose, surfaces to success
The reader can feel the loneli
ness, and begins to be drawn into
the story.
When you hear the name
Cash uses her descriptive
Rosanne Cash, music comes to
talent
in “Acting School” by
mind. Now Cash is trying to as
painting
a picture of her wacky
sociate her name with the writ
neighbor. We are not only told
ten word.
what she looks like but also how
The success of Cash’s song
writing naturedly led her to try she acts. This introduces the
reader to the “whole” character,
creating longer pieces of prose.
not just one facet of her per
The result is a compilation of
sonality.
stories, “Bodies of Water,” that
delve into the inner lives of
Throughout the whole collec
women searching for freedom,
tion, Cash exhibits her talent for
resolution and self-forgiveness. arranging words to convey just
Cash’s writing explores every the right feeling.
emotion, from humor to fear to
loneliness, giving readers the
A mother is forced to spend
New Year’s Eve with a group of
children in her small apartment
in “The Last Day of the Year.”
With one sentence and few
words, we know exactly how the
mother feels:
“I have had Bach playing, and
the television, and a headache
chance to experience every feel and PMS all day.”
ing within one book.
In one section, titled “Bodies
The descriptions within this
of Water,” Cash describes the
story and the eight others keep
lonely life of a female musician
the reader moving easily fit>m
on the road with her band.
one story to the next. The writ
Without saying the actual word ing style is light, not jumbled
“lonely,” Cash describes the
with a lot of complicated words.
character’s thoughts to convey
Once you read the last story, you
her emotion.
wonder how you arrived at the
“Room service is a continual
end so quickly.
source of comfort... This morn
ing, after I push the tray away, I
This collection of short stories
am seized by an overwhelming
and the painting that she created
desire to talk to anyone. It’s too for the cover, along with the
early to phone the East Coast,
songs she has written, show how
practically the middle of the
artistic Rosanne Cash is.
night on the West Coast. I call
For a first attempt at writing
the tour manager on some flimsy
prose.
Cash is a success.
pretense. He’s not in his room.”

By Sbori Coffenberry
Daily Stoff Writer

Thursday, April 25
•Shival Experience performs
for SLO Brew at 9:30. No cover.
•Herbal Fusion plays its rock
and alternative style for Osos
Street Subs at 8:30. $2 cover.
• Monty Mills plays at McLintock’s Saloon at 10. No cover.
•Fiona Lehn gives her first
performance for Frog and
Peach at 8. No cover.
• plays for Cal Poly at U.U.
Activity Hour at 11 a.m. No
cover.
•Fiona Lehn performs at
B ackstage Pizza at noon. No
cover.
•Big Sandy and Fly-rit Boys
combine rock and blues for
Mother’s Tavern at 10. $3
cover.
Friday, April 26
•Susan Foster plays original
folk for Linnaeas Cafe at 8. No
cover.
•Upbeat delivers ska to SLO
Brew at 9:30. No cover.
•Code Blues plays rock and
blues for Osos Street Subs at
8:30. $1 cover.

rison said. “I asked if I could
have my own square and my
mom set me up with some
chalk.”
Morrison’s family was a mem
ber of an Italian club in Santa
Barbara who sponsored Dawn in
the past.
“As the years went on, the
squares got bigger and bigger.”
This will be Morrison’s third
year in the San Luis Obispo fes
tival where she will fill an 8 foot
by 8 foot square with colorful
strokes of chalk.
“I’ve decided to paint a
Madonna by A. Carracci,” she
said. “Since it has become a
modernized festival, I would like
to paint something traditional.
“There haven’t been a whole
lot of Madonnas (painted) in San
Luis.”
Architecture graduate student
Chris Bennett will decorate the
pavement for the third year in a
row and likes to participate be

Calendar

•Coffee Prophets plays for
Frog and Peach at 8. No cover.
•The Roadhouse Rockers
come to B ackstage Pizza at
noon. No cover.
•Road House Rockers brings
their beat to Mother’s Tavern
at 10. $3 cover.
Saturday, April 27
•Ragg gives acoustic rock to
Linnaeas Cafe at 8. No cover.
•Conglomerate rocks Osos
Street Subs at 9 to promote
their newly released album
“Armagetto.” $1 cover.
•Rooby Racks plays rock
music at SLO Brew at 9:30. No
cover.
•Raks of Beledi dances at the
Jew el of India restaurant on
Broad street at 7 and also 8:30
p.m. No cover.
•Billy Foppiano combines his
computer skills with rock and
reggae for Frog and Peach at 9.
No cover.
•Bad Sushi gives blues and
rock to Mother’s Tavern at 10.
$3 cover.

Meal Plans
Single or Double Rooms
<*Academic Support
Computer Lab
Fitness Center

-

“I like the idea that it’s tem
porary — it disappears in a day.”
The city washes the chalk off
the grounds Sunday evening,
after the activities come to a
close.
“I like (painting) for the mo
ment, and then it’s gone,” Ben
nett said. “Plus, it’s totally inter
active. People watch everything
you’re doing.”
I Madonnari also serves as a
tourist attraction for the city and
stimulates downtown business.
The colorful event expects to at
tract 10,000 local and out-oftown visitors.
Don’t miss the opportunity to
see our familiar avenues trans
form into bright, large-scale
drawings, if only for the moment.
Festival hours are from 11
a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday and Sun
day. Admission is free.

Highlights:
•A benefit concert for Take
Back the Night rally will be held
at Oddfellows Hall on Dana
Street on April 26 at 7 p.m. The
concert will include performan
ces by Opus, Rodriguez and The
Imperial Cruisers.
•Mother’s Tavern hosts of
day of music on April 28 starting
with Royal Garden Swing Or
chestra plays from 4 to 7 with no
cover charge. Then the David
Murray Trio jazzes the place at 8
for their debut. Tickets range
from $12 to $15.
The San Luis Obispo County
Jazz Federation will present the
Piano Showcase ‘96 featuring
well-known area pianists on
April 27 at Unity Church. Tick
ets are $10 to $12.50 at
773-3258.
•Latin Jazz and Afro-Cuban
music comes to Mother’s
Tavern through the Jazz Foray
on April 30 at 8 p.m. For more
information, call 481-3656.

‘Flirting’ plot’s journey leads actors to hilarious end
By M kbtlk Castflo
DoBy Staff Writer

It was absolutely hilarious.
“Flirting with Disaster” by
director David O. Russell is by
far the funniest movie playing
this spring.
The plot centers around an
adopted child searching for his
family roots. Mel Coplin (Ben
Stiller) is feeling empty and
wants to find his birth parents. A
new parent himself, he embarks
on a journey of sorts with his
adorable wife, played by Patricia
A rquette, and a wanna-be
psychiatrist, actress Tea Leoni.
Mel’s nationwide search is
detoured with forks in the road

and an occasional U-turn that
keep you laughing every mile.
But his quest does not go
without resistance from his
adoptive parents: Mary TVler
Moore and George Segal.
While searching, Mel’s group
grows when two Bureau of Al
cohol, Tobacco and Firearms
agents decide to join the search
as part of their vacation.
Upon the crew’s arrival, Mel’s
natural parents (Lily Tomlin and
Alan Alda) welcome the en
tourage into their home with
open arms, but fail to inform
them of the LSD lab in the base
ment.
Mel meets his weed-smoking
sibling and learns more about his

“Full Service Student Housing”
*>

cause it’s such a different
medium for art.

Heated Pool
Activities Program
Housekeeping
> All Major Utilities
Paid

Presidential Campaign

<*

O

<StennerQ len -

1050 Footlhill Blvd., San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
(805) 544-4540

birth family than he would like.
The plot is crazy and funny
and the half-dozen primary
characters pull it off.
“It was like one huge Seinfeld
episode,” said one movie-goer.
Stiller superbly played the
anal husband lacking in the sex
department.
Moore makes a great come
back as a neurotic mother and
obsessive mother-in-law.
By the end of the film, it was
the psychotic characters that ap
peared normal.
Be sure to remain seated for
the final chuckle after the closing
credits. Don’t choke on your pop
corn as you double-over with
laughter.

The Committee to elect Steve MeShane for ASI PresMent
presents the following activities for all Cal Poly Students

April 23 A 24
April 25
April 26

A p ril 5 0

S lu p by Sieve’s b o oth on D cxicr l.awn
Slop by Sieve's booth in the U.U. plaza (lOam-Zpm)
Slop by Sieve's booth in the U.U. plaza (I0am-2pm)
The Committee to elect Steve McShanc «ill be
{bring Safe RiSes home from 9:00pm-2:00am.
Call $49-0923 for a rMe homell

Rally on Dexter Lawn!!!
reaturbi{.. ..25fBarbeque! • Stand-up Comedy • Cal
Poly Streetcomer Symphony • Volleyball» Water ballon
loss • TVvister • Water Ballon Volleyball • Croquet
Pillow Fights • T\ig-o-war • Hearjrom Steie MeSbatte!
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WAGE: Proponents o f in crease say it is lon g overdue; opponents say it w ill discourage new jobs
From page 1

Supporters of an increase say
that
when inflation is taken into
among GOP lawmakers while
account,
the minimum wage is
they develop a strategy to blunt
the Democrats’ politically ap approaching a 40-year low in
pealing demand for an increase purchasing power. Opponents
say an increase would cost jobs
in the minimum wage.
The issue has emerged unex because the additional cost
pectedly this spring, backed by would discourage businesses
an energetic effort by organized from creating employment.
House rules make it difficult
labor, and many Republicans
have been taken by surprise by but not impossible to force a vote
against the leaders’ wishes.
its force.
There was maneuvering on
President Clinton and con both sides of the issue during the
gressional Democrats favor a day.
90-cent hike in the minimum
In the Senate, Democrats led
wage over two years. A group of
about 20 moderate House by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy of
Republicans last week called for Massachusetts sought to attach a
a slightly higher increase of $1 minimum wage hike to a pending
over 15 months, and said at the immigration bill. Republicans
time they were confident the used th e ir p a rlia m e n ta ry
leadership would at least grant prerogatives to block a vote.
“This is theater. This is
them a vote.

Copeland’s

Shakespeare,” said Sen. Alan
Simpson, R-Wyo. “The minimum
wage, when the Democrats had
control of this body and the
House of Representatives and
the presidency, never appeared
in this chamber under any
scenario.”
Replied Kennedy;
“Senator Simpson may say
that this is theater, but it has
dramatic results by our action or
inaction for the 13 million
families that are going to be af
fected by whether we are going
to address the minimum wage.”
Vice President A1 Gore also
attacked the Republicans on the
issue.“The elections of 1996 will
be hard fought,” he said. “The
differences between the two sides
are glaring.”
Armey appeared at a news

/

II

I

conference with Rep. Tim
Hutchison, R-Ark., to tout a
proposal that would eliminate
the earned income tax credit for
childless families and use the
money to provide a monthly sub
sidy to minimum wage workers
with children. The effect would
be to raise their pay without
having businesses directly bear
the cost.
Armey called it an “outstand
ing idea,” and said it would be
closely studied in committee.
Moments la te r, though.
Democrats called a news con
ference to denounce the proposal
as a subsidy to corporations.
Rep. Pat Williams, D-Mont.,
ridiculed it as “requiring the poor
to come annually to Congress
and say, ‘I have another child. I’d
like more money from the tax
payer now.”’

✓■DIGITAL-SOUND

★ STEREO

TODAY S BAAQAIN PERFORMANCES IN (PARENTHES«)

THE QUEST (P G -1 3 )/ Fri. • Tnurs (1?30 2 40 5'C)72C 9 X
PRIM AL FEAR (R ) *

Fri ■Thurs.(1:10 3:50)6:30 9:10

SUNSET PARK (R| * Fn, • Thurs (12 50 3:10 5 » ) 7 50 10:10

THE TRUTH ABOUT CATS & DOGS (PG-13) 4r

Fri.-Thurs(12:20 2 50 5:20)7:30 9:50

THE BIRDCAGE (R)

Fri. • Thurs.(4:00) 0:50

FEAR (R)

Fri. - Thurs.(1:40) 6:40

JAMES AND THE GIANT PEACH (PG) *

Fri - Thurs.(1 00 3(30 5:00)6.50 8:40

MULHOLLANO FALLS (R )A

Fri.-Thufs.(lS:00 2:20 4 40)7:10 9 40

MRS. WINTERBOURNE (PG-13) *

Fri -Thurs (12:10 2 30 4:50)7:00 9:20

CELTIC PRIDE (PG-13) * Fn. Thurs (12 40 3 2C 5 40.'7:40 1000
[t h e SUBSTITUTE (R) *

Fri. • Thurs.(1 20 3:40)6:20 9:00^

HERE'S W H A T WOORSIDE
RESIDENTS SAY:

BASEBALL, SOFTBALL &
LITTLE LEAGUE GLOVES
NINEBASKETBALi

L'

W o < > 0 $ iD f

BASEBALL DOORBUSTER

NIKE HIKING

liN

_______

XÈ

P R IC E S

BASEBALLCLEATS

hj

a

''i don^t have to get a parking'
pemvt at school...! walk!^

' It's quieter than any apartment
Li Vvc lived in...it's easy to studyl^

W oodside
A J » A .R T M E N T S

' I love the pool!

ó

^It's close to everything...school,
shopping, food!"'

(805) 544-7007
200 N. Santa Rota. SLO. CA 9J40S
Office: M-F. 10-6: SAT. 10-4; SUN. 12-4

Attention June Graduates E l Corral Bookstore presents

A Special 3-day eventfa r all June Graduates
O rd er your graduation:
Class Rings (save up to $130 on Gold Rings),
Personalized Graduation Announcements,
Thank You Notes, Custom Seal Note Cards,
Certificates of Appreciation & Diploma Plaques.

D on V miss this event! Information available on
I

1 0 9 !»

i
I

3 0 0 IN T E R N A T IO N A L
W E IG H T SET
pun h.ts*-

9lS9 ? ® J
SPOBT SANUA

8 9 ~

OPEN A NEW Copeland's Sports CREDIT CARD

90 DAYS*NO PAYMENT*NO ACCRUED INTEREST
ONAPPHOVIDCPIDITTIRMS«CONDITIONSSUIJICTTOCMANOI. Sll STORtTOROITAIIS____

C o p e la n d 's S p o r t s
MAIISN « HlfiUERA @CHORRO

DOWNTOWN, SAN LUIS OBISPO
Mon-Wod 10^)0-9:00, Thuri lOrOOHOflO. Fri 10K)0-7:00,
V « A e I ow

tep a

graduation & senior portraits. Prize drawing for

O lym pus 1At

10:00-7:00, Sun 11K)0-6<X)

graduation items.

April 2 3 ,2 4 & 25
(Tuesday- Thursday)

10A M -4PM

3-DAYS ONLY.!

ElCbirol
Bookstore
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EVALUATIONS: Evaluations are used for prom otions
From page 1

Keeping Cal Poly's Promise...

Additional Student Surveys
Surveys are under way in classes across campus to find out the
level of student support for the Cal Poly Plan.
Some 1,600 students in the scientifically selected sample are
being asked to help the Cal Poly Plan Steering Committee set
priorities among the principles identified to guide the plan.
In addition, the survey solicits opinions about improvements to
be funded through a modest increase in student fees proposed by
the committee.
Students not selected in the initial random sampling will be
invited to fill out the questionnaire at a central campus location in
early May. The time and place will be advertised as soon as they
are set.
Last fall, students, parents, faculty, staff, and alumni were
widely surveyed to provide the data used by the Steering
Committee in writing a Cal Poly Plan in order to renew and
enhance the University's academic programs while assisting
students and faculty to be more successful.

only read by the professors. They
can ask to have others read their
comments or they can do what
they want with them.
H isto ry p ro fe sso r Max
Riedlsperger said he looks at all
the comments, but only a small
number of them are written with
any intelligence.
“I might say 20 percent of the
comments are meaningful and
sa y s o m e t h i n g t h a t is
worthwhile,” Riedlsperger said.
Riedlsperger said although
students don’t always take them
seriously, he reviews them care
fully and feels they are impor
tant.
“I only wish more students
would take the time to com
ment,” Riedlsperger said.
Construction management
senior Dario Pascarelli said he
always writes a comment to his
professors.
“I will tell them how I felt
about their class, whether it is
negative or positive,” Pascarelli
said. “I believe constructive
criticism will help, and positive
comments will reinforce their
teaching.”

choose the classes,” Suess said.
How often the evaluations are
done also depends on the profes
sor’s teaching status, he added.
“(For example), a probation
ary professor is evaluated in
every course,” Suess said.
However, with no standar
dized form to follow, all depart
ments are required to have a
comment section along with the
multiple-choice section.
Suess said the multiple-choice
questions give professors a sum
mary of the average class
opinion.
‘The quantitative results are
put into the faculty personnel
files and are reviewed periodical
ly,” Suess said.
When a professor comes up for
promotion, tenure or retention,
their personnel files are reviewed
and can play a factor in the
decision, according to Suess.
“It is an important part of the
process,” Suess said. “A vast
majority of people seriously con
sider the evaluations.”
According to the College of
Science and Mathematics, the
comments made by students are
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699 EMBARCADERO «S
MARINA SQUARE
A
MORRO BAY
'l U f

• .J-.M

*

M u sta n g V illa g e

E V E R Y T H IN G
UNDER ONE TENT
• 1.5 Acre Park With Picnic Areas
• 24 Hour On-Call Management
• 2^ Hour Computer Center
• Video Rental Center
• Pool & Sun Deck

Wireless Modem Access To Cal Poly
24 Hour On-Call Maintenance
Television Viewing Lounge
Convenience Market
Fitness Facility

Only a
Limited Number
Studio Apartments
Available!

STUDIOS
Single Story
One Room
One Bath

Just M inutes From Cal Poly
On Foothill Blvd. B etw een California and San ta Rosa S tre ets

Tours Daily (805) 594-2500

Order your
college ring NOW.

JO STEX S
A M i w t c *

%

c o L i r o r

4litEIGDfial April 17-26
9am - 4 pm
with ynur kMienft repmentaliw li>r Kill rtptMK Ser our complete ring ^eleclKin on display in

honkstore

90 499A|C^ 403
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Blasts follow IRA warning calls
By Robert Seely

Associpted Press
LONDON — Two loud blasts
rattled the Hammersmith Bridge
area of west London Wednesday
night after telephoned warnings
from the Irish Republican Army.
There were no immediate
reports of injuries, and it wasn’t
clear whether the blasts shortly
after 11 p.m. (6 p.m. EDT) were
caused by bombs or by explosions
set off by police to destroy suspi
cious devices.
The blasts came more than
half an hour after one warning
call to The Associated Press of
fice. A second warning came
about 20 minutes before the ex
plosions.
The bridge had been cleared

s Ciubs"

]

DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB

SUCK!?

IF SO COME SEE US
MAKE $2000 PER MONTH
INT. 9 SANDS HOTEL ROOM 217
W ED/THURS-3&6PM AND F R I© 10 & 12
PLEASE BE PROMPT - SOUTHWESTERN

E N G IN E E R IN G
S TU D E N T
C O U N C IL

and blocked off and a search was
under way when the blasts oc
curred, causing huge traffic jams
to form on the approaches to the
area.
Shortly before the report of
the blasts, police said they had
found two unidentified boxes on
a footpath beneath the south side
of the bridge and sent in sniffer
dogsi
A resident living near the
south side of Hammersmith
Bridge said the whole area had
been sealed off by police, who
had warned people to stay in
doors.
“The police came round and
told us that if we heard a couple
of bangs they would be controlled
explosions,” said Simon Tyrrell.
Kevin Martin, manager of the

n ' ' <3riÑtti«liie
Professor Tea
with AOn
We look forward to seeing

College Garden Apartments

in the housing crunch
•
•
•
•

Now accepting leases & reservations for summer & fall
Spacious, newly remodeled 1 & 2 bedrooms
Walk to Cal Poly
No deposit required until move in

‘The atmosphere at the College Garden Apartments is quiet and the
tenants are friendly. The landscaping is kept up very beautifully. The
management is flexible and easy to work with.'

Julie Barango, Resident, 1996

284 North Chorro •(805) 544-3952

IIICAUT10NIII
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section
$1750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. For info call
301-306-1207.

STEPH A N IE
SILVA

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTStudents Needed! Fishing industry
Earn up to $3000 - $6000-f per
month. Room & Board!
Transportation. Male or Female.
No experierKe necessary.
Call (206) 971-3510 ext A60052
ATTN: Finance Intern sought to
assist CFO of Natural Flavors,
a rapidly growirig natural foods
resturant. CATERING Expert,
WAITSTAFF, COOKS are needed
immediately. Call Elaine O
528-6717 for more information.
Fast Fundraiser - Raise $5(X) in
5 days • greeks, groups, clubs,
motivated individuals. Fast,
easy • No financial obligation.
(800) 862-1982 Ext. 33

Events
EFI Fraternity Presents...
‘ Don't Cruise with Boozel*
an Alcohol Awareness program
in the UU (April 30 - May 2)
Call 546-9649 for more details.

Announcements
CASH FOR COMICS AND GAMING ITEMS
New Comics Wednesday Mornings!
New Games Weekly. CAPT NEMO
COMICS 779 Marsh, 544-NEMO
CASH PAID FOR USED C D ’S, TAPES. &
LP S. CHEAP THRILLS and RECYCLED
RECORDS • 563 Higuera. New Release
CD's only $12.98 • Open M-Sat Till 8

Travel
EUROPE $249.
Be a little flexible and SAVE $$$
We'll help you beat the airline
prices. Destination woriwtde
AIRHITCH tm, 1-800-397-1098
airhitch Onetcom. com

E

□

iServices

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24 HOUR LIFELINE-CONFIDENTIAL
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
541-CARE (541-2273)________

" s c o r e MORE!!
GM AT 72 Pts
G R E 2 1 4 P ts
LSAT 7.5 Pts
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

WATCH OUT!!
Graduation Classified Ad forms
are coming!! Available May 1st
In UU and Mustang Daily office.
Deadline May 24, so get goirw'
RECOGNIZE THOSE QRADUAI

The IRA has waged a 25-year
campaign of violence against
British rule in Northern Ireland.
A cease-fire that began in Sep
tember 1994 was broken in
February with a bombing in east
London’s Docklands business dis
trict that killed two newspaper
vendors.
The IRA said it ended the
cease-fire due because of British
intransigence in attempts to
bring peace to the British-ruled
province.

YOU on Sunday at the A O il house
THE BROTHERS OF RKA WOULD LIKE
TO CONGRATULATE

POSITIONS AVAILABLE-EXEC BOARD
& COMMISSIONERS. APRS IN SAND.
BOARDS. DEADLINE MAY 1,1996
CALL CHERYL 075 6 -4 6 32 FOR INFO

Who Is this guy?
Come find out at the
MCSHANE for ASI PRESIDENT BOOTH
UU Plaza Thurs. • Mon.

DON'T
GET
CAUGHT...

CLASSIFIED

ON BEING NOMINATED THE NEW
PIKE DREAM GIRL

M CSH A N E

Blue Anchor pub in Ham
mersmith, some 50 yards away
from the scene of the explosion,
said “There were two really loud
bangs so I went outside to go and
have a look.”

TOADVEKTISEIk MUSTAMC DAILYClASSIFIEDS, CAU 756 1143

$Cruise Ships Hiring! Students
needed! $$$-*-Free Travel
(Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii!)
Seasonal/permanent, No Exper.
Necessary. Gde.919-929-4398
extC 1043

SALESNeedMhelpFR
REP
to

ADVERTISING
JOBS AVAILABLEIII
Mustang Daily is seeking
enthusiastic students with
excellent communication skills
for the position of advertising
account executive
On Campus, Great Pay,
Flexible Hours.
Submit resume to:
Matthew Boyd, Advertising
Director, Cal Poly Graphic
Arts 226
Phone (805) 756-1143

THIS IS NO ORDINARY SUMMER JOB
Travel, Resume exp.. Hard work.
Career Placement, Lono Hours
AVERAGE PROFIT OF $6300
For More Info Call 594-1852

DAY CAMPS serving San Fernando
& Conejo Valleys.Simi.Malibu
& Camarillo seek fun, caring
counselors & spec.lnstructors
for nature, horseback riding,
sports, swimming, gym, crafts,
rishing/boating, song leading,
ropes course & more. Now
interviewing 818-865-6263.

SEIZE
TH E DAY
If you had the opportunity to
improve your health as well as
others, earn unlimited income,
and still have time for school,
would you take advantage of it?
If yes, call Jason at 547-9437.

P/T DELIVERY
PERSO
N NEEDED!
Responsibilities include

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRINGEntry-level & career positions
available worldwide (Hawaii.
Mexico, Carribbean, etc.)
Waitstaff, housekeepers. SCUBA
dive leaders, fitness
counselors, and more. Call
Resort Employment Services
1-206-971-3600 ext.R60053

delivery and lifting of photocopiers.facsimiles.and assisting
sales department.
Please mail resume to:
COPYTRON/DANKA
712FIE R O LANE.SUITE33
SAN LUIS 0 6 IS P 0 .C A 93401
Fax to 544-5521,or call Grant
Berkefeld at 544-8766

run my business
people skills & good attitude a
must. Need responsible
individuals to share in the $$$
training avail 782-9427

For Sale
PUCH MOPED.RUNS GREAT BOOK RACK
AND BASKET. $375 543-3113 DAYS

| , a£:.Ro«>«nina^s A
RO
O M FOR REN T
Close to downtown. 1114 Islay
300/month Needed June-July Aug.
Water & trash paid
594-0802 • ask for Dan

60 CASA ST TOWNHOUSES NOW
TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR SEPT.
Non-smoker, Quiet
NO PETS 543-7555 *Ask for Bea*

ÿiomeiÆr#tla>^

FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO Farrell
Smyth R/E Steve Nelson
•••543-8370” '

FVIIffllES
MISTER BOFFO

by Joe Martin

IN 'ra s BLEACHERS
Ffivep w r m Mep^

vuec/ ID,
W W EM V O J C E
c ç A U N é » w rrv i

PEOPi-H.

l c a b

PUT TWE R X Ié ^ JT HALOS
A NICE TOUCH.

By Steve Moore

CE)

I am

Twe

LAM PDF tu & T ß jy
vJlIAABO
1 •

I
E Mail

nel

Tm's

CITIZEN DOG

Sol5o6üS.

B Y H A R K O ’H A R E
' ßigeYHItfTOo
Ì-OVP66ÌXP.

‘We have a personal foul. Squashing
on No. 55 ... 15 yards.”
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A TAVERN OF SP O R TS

NEWS

TO DAY»S G AM ES

• Women’s Tennis; Ojai Invitational @
Ojai, Calif.
• Men’s Tennis: Ojai Invitational @ Ojai,
Calif.
T O M O R R O W ’S G A M E S

• Women’s water polo vs. U.C. Davis @
UCLA, 9 a.m.
• Women’s water polo vs. Stanford @
UCLA, 5 p.m.
• Men’s Tennis:t)jai Invitational @ Ojai,
Calif.
• Women’s Tennis: Ojai Invitational @
Ojai, Calif.
• Baseball vs. University of Hawaii @
Hawaii, 7:05 p.m.

Major League Baseball
National League Standings
East Division
W
13
11
9
7
8

Montreal
Atlanta
Philadelphia
New York
Florida

L
7
10
10
11
13

Pet.
.650
.524
.474
.389
.381

GB
21/2
31/2
5
51/2

Central Pivliion

w

Houston
St. Louis
Chicago
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh

11
11
10
9
9

GB
1
1
1
1

West Division
W
San Diego
13
Colorado
10
San Francisco 10 '
Los Angeles 9
• Standings as of 4/24

Pet.
.650
.526
.500
.429

GB
21/2
3
41/2

C A L POLY
SPORTS H O T LIN E

(8 0 5 )
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GAS: P rices not lik ely to go dow n in near future
From page 1

immediate future, he said.
“Now we’re sitting here at al
most the end of April with
gasoline prices that already are
historically high, and the driving
season when gas prices tradition
ally go up is about to begin,” he
said.
Prices were up nationwide but
Southern California has hardest
hit, with self-serve prices rang
ing from $1.53 a gallon in Los
Angeles to $1.65 in Santa Bar
bara. Self-serve premium was
selling for $1.89 in Santa Bar
bara, and the full-service price
surpassed $2 at one station.
“A lot of people don’t notice
when they’re pumping, but then
they double check when they see
(the price) is $30 to $40” to fill
up, said Ernest Martin, who
helps run his father’s station in
downtown Los Angeles.
As he spoke, business was
brisk and customers were grum
bling. Dennis Rouse, 53, of Long
Beach said he is paying $5 to $6
more to fill his Dodge minivan
than he did two weeks ago.
“It’s another example of stuff
that’s harder to do now,” Rouse
said. “I haven’t heard any reason
why it’s at this level now. How
can you get mad at this guy?” he
said, pointing at Martin.
In Denver, salesman Jerry
Smith, 34, said he had no option
but to pay up. Prices in Denver
were at $1.30 for regular selfserve and $1.54 for premium,
about 10 cents to 13 cents more
than at the end of 1995.
Smith said it makes him mad.
‘The charge for fuel is ridiculous,
but there’s nothing you can do
about it. You just pay more, and
suck it in, or don’t go nowhere. In
today’s society, how do you not
drive?”
For some Californians, mass
transit provided a solution.
Ridership on Metrolink trains
serving five Southern California
counties jumped as much as 10
percent on some lines during the
past week, Metrolink said in a
news release.
One of the new riders was 76year-old (jreorge Hall. He parked
his car and took the train from
s u b u r b a n N o r t h r i d g e to
downtown Los Angeles on Wed

nesday partly because of gasoline
costs, he said.
“The cost will add up and the
gas is getting more expensive,”
he said.
Southern
California
Rideshare, which helps match up
carpooling commuters in the Los
Angeles area, noted an increase
in calls from people seeking in
formation, spokesman Jim Sims
said.
On a typical day the agency
gets 80 to 100 calls from
motorists seeking information.
On Wednesday a dozen callers
said specifically they were
motivated by the gasoline price
increase, he said.
Analysts blame the higher
prices on a combination of fac
tors, including the longer-thanexpected winter that prompted
refiners to produce more heating
oil and less gasoline.
Expectations that the United
Nations was about to lift the em
bargo on Iraqi crude added to the
problem. Expecting prices to
drop when Iraqi oil hit the
market, many refiners put off
purchases of crude oil, said Gary
Hovis, an analyst with Argus
Research in New York. As the
talks dragged on, many were
forced to go ahead and buy more
expensive crude on the open
market, he said.
Negotiators halted talks on
Wednesday, but agreed to
resume them next month.
Still another factor has come
into play in California. Produc
tion has been slowed by renova
tions and repairs at some West
Coast refineries.
0
“When all the refining
capacity out there is running at
peak it can barely keep up with
demand, so you tlu*ow record low
inventories in there, combine
that with production problems,
and you’ve really got problems,”
Susich said.
American motorists are still
paying less than their counter
parts in Europe and other world
regions, he added.
“Americans have always had
the luxury of having cheap gas,
comparatively speaking. ... You
go over to the European
countries and you can pay $3 per
gallon,” he said.
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Auction sales bring
more than expected
By Catherine Crocker
Assoiiofed Press

trinsic value of the objects — few
of which are antiques or unusual
NEW YORK (AP) — After a works of art — rather than on
frenzied, 10-minute duel between who owned them.
Another highlight of Wednes
two telephone bidders, the desk
day
afternoon’s session was the
on which President Kennedy
sale
of a small, leather traveling
signed the Nuclear Test Ban
casket
that once belonged to
Treaty of 1963 was sold for $1.43
Marie
Antoinette.
Mrs. Onassis
million Wednesday.
herself
bought
the
trunk
at auc
By the time the hammer went
down, cheers resounding through tion in 1981.
It sold for $118,000, far above
the sales room, the cost of the
the
estim ated $25,000 to
Louis XVI mahogany table had
$35,000.
The bidder, John Maas,
soared to 48 times its estimated
a
London
antique dealer, bought
sale price of $30,000.
the
tiny
trunk
for an unidentified
The treaty desk, which went
American
client.
to an unidentified European
“If you wanted the best
foundation, was the afternoon’s
top prize on the second day of provenance of two women in the
Sotheby’s auction of the belong world, it would be Marie An
ings of Jacqueline Kennedy toinette and Jackie Kennedy,” he
Onassis. The day’s sales raked in said.
A French grammar book
$7 million in all, beating Tues
valued
at $500 to $800 with “Jac
day’s total take of $4.5 million.
queline
Bouvier” hand-printed on
“This may be the longest it’s
taken to ever sell a piece of furni the cover and her schoolgirl
ture,” said the auctioneer, doodles of fashionable ladies
Sotheby’s president Diana sketched inside sold for $42,500.
A plain slipcovered sofa sold
Brooks. “I just had the chills sell
for
$32,200, more than 20 times
ing it. It was selling history.
the
presale estimate of $1,500.
There will never be another mo
And
the cheapest item in the
ment like that.”
Legions of fans packed the catalog, a reproduction of an
auction house to bid on worn etching of Washington, D.C.,
sofas, salt shakers and jewelry. valued at $20 to $30, went for
The most expensive item in the $2,070.
Early evening sales included a
catalog, a diamond engagement
gold
and hlack enamel lighter
ring valued at $600,000 that was
a gift from Aristotle Onassis, was belonging to Mrs. Onassis, who
scheduled to be sold Wednesday was a closet smoker. Its sales
price was estimated at $300 to
night.
“This is the last opportunity $400, but it went for $85,000.
Also up for sale Wednesday
people have to be a part of her
was
a Tiffany gold key pendant
life,” said Larry Richmond, a
Boston dealer. “You take Jackie’s engraved with “109” and given to
name out of this, and it’s like any President Kennedy by an or
ganization of PT boat veterans.
antique auction.”
“TTiey are market prices — Kennedy commanded PT 109 in
what people are willing to pay,” the Pacific during World War II,
said Andrew Benerofe, who owns and survived an attack by the
a suburban real estate company Japanese. The estimate was
and paid $61,900 for a book $200 to $300.
valued at $2,500. The book was
M aureen O’Connor, the
inscribed to Mrs. Onassis by its former mayor of San Diego,
author, Israeli founding father snared enough salt-and-pepper
David Ben-Gurion.
shakers to serve as Christmas
Winning bids were about 10 presents for each of her 13 si
and 20 times the presale es blings. The shakers were valued
timates listed in the catalog, at several hundred dollars; she
which Sotheby’s bases on the in paid $11,500.
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